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ABSTRACT

Fluctuations of the shower maximum depth obtained
from analysis of electron and muon fluctuations
and the EAS Cerenkov light on the Yakutsk array
data and data of other arrays are considered. On
the basis of these data the estimation of compo-

sition of primaries with E o : 5.1017 eV is re-

ceive. Estimation of _ -quanta flux with Eo_ I017eV

is given on the poor-muon showers.

I. Introduction. In [I] the elongation rate theorem for

any parameters P- P(X m) registered at observation level
was obtained:

_.R= ($P/SZ_o)z/(_P/8x)Eo, (I)
ER = (Xm/X)(@P/@lgEo)z/(SP/SX)Eo (2)

From here it follows:

(Zm)= (_ P)z/(SP/Sz)Eo, (3)
_(z m) (Xm/X)(6P)x/(9P/_Z) E (4) "

O

Formulae (I) and (3) are used when P = P(X - Xm), (2) and
(4) - for parameters P = P(Xm/X).

2. Experimantal _(X m) and ER. When estimating ER and

_(X m) from the lateral distribution function (LDF) of the

EAS Cerenkov light it is necessary to use (I) and (3) [2] •

Let s introduce the LDF for R = 20_0-600^m asAQ R •
According to our data we obtain ('_n _sec_)) - 1.9+0

_ Eo - _ .3;

(8_a/_llg_.o)z = o.13+_o.o2_d _ (ha)x : 0.123+0.018.
Corresponding to them the meanings ER and _ (Xm) are given
in the Table.
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Formulae (2) and (4) are Table
used in the case of LD_ of _ J
charged particles. At the Parameter ER 6(X m) Work
Yakutsk array the-LDP .......-, .........
approximation as

(R)_ (R/70)_ I(I+R/70)_ b n a 70+17 66+18 our
b 61_28 78__30 -"-

is accepted: (_b/_igEo) x = ig(q/_ e) 64+17 60+20 -"-

0.16=+0.05; (_b/_sec@)Eo = ig(_e/Op) 70_+22 71+_30 -"-

1.8+0.4; g(b) x =0.2+O.02. lg( _M/Oe ) 79+18 60+16 [4]

On data [3] for T70( _ ) 73+23 78-+22 [4]

Eo = 5.1017 eV the Xm = LDP(_c ) 79+14 71-+6 [5]
680 g/cm 2. Obtained
aregivenin theTable. __I/2(9c) 70_+5 60_+4[5]

Analogous estimations %1/2 (Q) 45+17 60+12 [6]

of E_. and 6' (_m) follow LDP(Q) - 69-+14 [7]
from analysis of ratios of
the EAS Cerenkov light Average 68+6 68+6
density to electrons

lg(Q/2e) and electrons to

muons with E_ 1 GeV ig(_e/_ ) measured at E = 300 m from
a shower core (Table).

tion o_fEstimations of Composition. To estimate the composi-
primaries we use average <ER> and <6(Xm)> from

the Table. In [8] it is shown that based upon supeA_.osition
principle for any mixed composition <_nA>=_W L_I_L and2
for dispersion6me: _w._(t.AL-<_mA>)z _ wehave,

. _'_-(X,.): " , 2 :, ,,_A> + (Kdm+c )6_.A, (5)
where _rand _A are fluctuations
of Xm at proton or any other pure

composition with atomic number<_ffA>: ' ' ' ' [

e.A,) 75We = • _ Jf'_,h\,- _ _ _accepted 5, C 0 43 <ER>= "_'-'-',_-'b, ex_c

29+4 g/cm 2 gp = 56 and 71 g/cm 2. _"_ "'/ .... """..--" _;, \

CeLlculation results are shown in _0 _":\
_ig.1. The region limited by dashed ',_,
lines corresponds to experimental

values <6(Xm)> : 68.+8 g/cm:. ,,_x25 ,
" It is seen that the experiment "_o Eo:5.iOneV ',

contradict the composition of --_p:71;--_p:56
! ! ' i

. the primaries at Eo = 5.1017 e_ 0 2 4 <_A>
only from heavy nuclei or the

mixed composition with large _ig.1
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the Table. In [8] it is shown that ba~ed upon supe~osition 
principle for any 2mixed compo si tion <~n A> = L Wi, en At and 
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6
2
(X m) = 6<lnA> + (K26~ + C2.) 6~A , (5) 
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It is seen that the experiment '0 £0=5·10 eV \ 

I I I I 

con.tradict the composition of ---6p=71 j_.- 6p= S6 

the primaries at Eo = 5.1017 eV 0 2 4 <enA> 
only from heavy nuclei or the 
mixed composition with large li'ig.1 
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content of hea_/ nuclei.
In Fig. 2 _xperimental

fluctuations of muon number

N_(_I Ge¥) taken into account _6/Vff/HtA)_C3_)of instrumental errors are

shown. The calculations on the 0_ _' _ _ '

models [3J for our experiment
are shown by lines. The mixed

composition of primaries in- ___cluded: 31% - A=I, 22% - A=4, 0,3
12% - A=14, 21% A=31 and 14% -
A=51 (<ln AT = 1.88). The
cross section of inelas_tic pro- Fe
cesses were used as in LgJ • QI l l I

_luctuations of X_ in showers 04 0_ 0,6 Xm/Xfrom primary nuclei were found

according to the superposition Fig.2.principle. Experimental mean-

ings of Xm are taken from [33 •

As before the experiment contradicts the composition
only from the heavy nuclei but the expected fluctuations at
mixed composition are smaller than the measured ones. Agree-
ment at mixed composition will be if to account cross sec-

tion growth 1.5 times slower than it is in [9_ •

4. _-quanta. In [I0_ experimental results of the muon
componen_ measured at the Yakutsk array by 3 _dergrotmd
scintillation detectors with total area 108 m_ and with
I GeV threshold are presented. Each detector consists from

6 sections with the area 6 m2 each. 1000 showers with _45 °

and effective registration area 3,7.105 m2 for 14000 hours
were selected.

The whole massif of the showers for anomalously small
content of muons is analyzed. In Pig.3 one event which has
the measured muon number 12 times lesser than the expected
one (4,6_ deviation) is shown. Such a deviation cannot be
explained by any fluctuations of the shower maximum depth
and by Poisson fluctuations of the detector recordings.
Therefore this shower is considered to be formed b_ a pri-
mary _-quantum. If to estimate a total flux of _-quanta

with Eo _ 1017 e¥ on one event for all the above registration

period then their intensity is 2,9.10 -14 m-2.s-l.sr -I, i.e.
10-3

flux of the primaries with Eo_10 1"7eY.
from total

Its arrival direction is in the plane of the Galaxy with
coordinates: _"= -8° and _e_ _"= 153°.

5. Conclusion_ Experimantal data on fluctuations of
the shower maximum depth and on muon number N2(E_I GeV) at

Eo_ 1017 - 1018 eV contradict to the composition only of

heavy nuclei. The most clise to the experiment in this energy
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\% -.wu.:_'1.n_;._._range is the mixed composition
!

which contains not less than
"_ _4fEm_n IJT 40% of protons (_in A>

\ _ _-8 °,eu=i53°" 1,5+0,5). The only proton cornm

N _ _o E_=lO'tlp.V position is though unlikely'E \(_\O but it is still impossible to

_0 exclude it. The T-quanta flux
is _ 10-3 from the total flux

"_\ _expec_.ed of the primaries at
-I ,,.,exiSt.\O Eo >I 1017 eV.

I0z iO3 i04R,m

_ig. 3.
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